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Darkflash DK351 computer case
Do  you  want  to  build  a  computer  on  which  you  can  easily  play  the  latest  games?  Or  maybe  you  need  a  reliable  hardware  for  work?
Choose  the  Darkflash  DK351  case,  which  will  allow  you  to  create  the  configuration  of  your  dreams!  The  product  is  compatible  with
various types of components and puts at your disposal a number of useful ports, including USB 3.0. It is also distinguished by a stylish,
unusual design. The kit also includes 4 CL6 fans.
 
A case that attracts attention
The DK351 enclosure impresses not only with its functionality, but also with its modern design. Its side panel was made of high-quality
tempered glass,  so  you can get  interesting  visual  effects,  for  example,  with  the  use  of  RGB fans.  What's  more,  if  necessary,  you can
easily disassemble it to replace parts or clean the hardware. The front panel of the case is also eye-catching, with its original industrial
design.
 
Everything you need
Planning to transfer  files  frequently  to your  new computer? The Darkflash DK351 case will  be an excellent  choice!  It  is  equipped with
several  useful  ports  and  buttons  that  will  make  your  work  much  easier.  For  example,  there  are  2  USB  3.0  ports,  which  allow  you  to
achieve impressive charging or data transfer speeds. In addition, the case is equipped with a dust filter that can be easily removed and
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cleaned. This will effortlessly keep your computer in great condition and ensure optimal performance!
 
The computer of your dreams
With Darkflash you can easily assemble your dream computer. The DK351 case allows you to mount SSD or HDD drives, and also allows
you to  install  CPU cooling  up  to  160mm high  and a  graphics  card  with  a  maximum length  of  340mm.  It  is  also  compatible  with  ATX,
M-ATX  and  E-ATX  motherboard  standards.  It  also  offers  7  expansion  card  slots,  so  you  can  create  a  hardware  configuration  perfectly
suited to your needs.
 
Optimal cooling
A demanding graphics program? Or perhaps an extremely dynamic game? You no longer have to worry that your computer will overheat
and refuse to serve you! The DK351 case allows you to install up to 4 140mm fans or 6 120mm fans. It also offers enough space for, for
example, 240mm water cooling. However, this is not the end of the facilities! You will find up to 4 CL6 fans included in the kit.
 
In the box
Computer case
4x CL6 fan
Brand
Darkflash
Model
DK351
Color
White
Housing type
Middle Tower
Motherboard standard
ATX, M-ATX, E-ATX
Side panel
Tempered glass
Dimensions
390x200x450mm
Disk mounting spaces
HDD / SSD: 2 / 2 or 3
Expansion card slots
7
Maximum graphics card length
340mm
Max CPU cooling height
160mm
Power supply mounting location
Bottom
Fan mounting options
Front: 120mm fan x3 / 140mm fan x2;Rear: 120mm fan x1;Top: 120mm fan x2 / 140mm fan x2
Number of fans included
4x CL6 fan
Water cooling mounting options
Front: 120mm / 240mm / 280mm / 360mm water cooling;
Front panel connectors
USB 3.0 x2, headphone/speaker output, Power, Reset
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Preço:

Antes: € 72.0042

Agora: € 61.50

Jogos, PC Cases
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